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Abstract: Communication languages convey information through the use of a set of symbols or
units. Typically, this unit is word. When developing language technologies, as words in a language
do not have the same prior probability, there may not be sufficient training data for each word to
model. Furthermore, the training data may not cover all possible words in the language. Due to these
data sparsity and word unit coverage issues, language technologies employ modeling of subword
units or subunits, which are based on prior linguistic knowledge. For instance, development of
speech technologies such as automatic speech recognition system presume that there exists a phonetic
dictionary or at least a writing system for the target language. Such knowledge is not available for
all languages in the world. In that direction, this article develops a hidden Markov model-based
abstract methodology to extract subword units given only pairwise comparison between utterances
(or realizations of words in the mode of communication), i.e., whether two utterances correspond
to the same word or not. We validate the proposed methodology through investigations on spoken
language and sign language. In the case of spoken language, we demonstrate that the proposed
methodology can lead up to discovery of phone set and development of phonetic dictionary. In the
case of sign language, we demonstrate how hand movement information can be effectively modeled
for sign language processing and synthesized back to gain insight about the derived subunits.
Keywords: subword units; phone set; pronunciation lexicon; hidden Markov model; under-resourced;
speech processing; sign language processing

1. Introduction
Communication is a vital part of human life. Speech is the most common mode of communication
in the hearing community, while the preferred mode of communication in the deaf community is
sign language to communicate. (Briefly, sign language is a visual mode of communication, where the
information is conveyed through multiple visual channels such as hand gestures (hand shape, location,
position and movement), facial expressions, body postures, and lip movements [1]. Similar to other
natural languages, sign languages are natural languages with their own vocabulary and grammar,
and they are different from the spoken languages. For example, British sign language is not a signed
form of British English [1].) In terms of technology, spoken language technologies such as automatic
speech recognition (ASR) systems and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) systems have evolved over
several years, and have reached a stage where they can be deployed. In contrast, although the methods
have been borrowed from spoken language technology, sign language technology is still emerging [2].
One potential reason for that is that it has been well understood through linguistic studies that the time
structure of spoken word units can be represented and modeled as a sequence of subword units such
as phonemes/phones and syllables [3]. Such linguistically motivated subword units help in handing
data scarcity issues when training statistical models and handle words that are unseen during training.
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In the case of sign language, however, such a knowledge is still emerging. More precisely, it is yet
to be understood well how the different channels (hand movement, hand shape, facial expression,
etc.) in the visual signal together is perceived as a sequence of subword units [4,5], similar to how
acoustic signal resulting from the movement of vocal folds and articulators (jaw, lips, and tongue) is
perceived as sequence of phones or syllables in spoken language. This article focuses on subword
units or subunits aspect. We use the terms subword units and subunits interchangeably in this article.
Although the ensuing discussions in the remainder of this section are subword units related resource
constraint challenges in speech processing, we show below that the research problems along those
lines are relevant for sign language processing.
State-of-the-art methods for development of ASR systems and TTS systems presume that the
target language has a written form and there exists a phonetic lexicon that transcribes the written
form into sequence of phonemes/phones. Given the written form of words, a phonetic lexicon can be
developed with the help of linguistic expertise or knowledge of the target language [3,6]. As a first
step, a human expert manually transcribes each word into a phoneme sequence by observing the
grapheme sequence (i.e., orthographic transcription). Once a base lexicon is available, a rule-based
approach [7,8] or a learning-based approach (e.g., grapheme-to-phoneme conversion [9–11]) can be
adopted to augment the lexicon with new words and pronunciation variants.
In the world, there are approximately 6900 languages and only about 5–10% of them employ
a writing system [3]. Furthermore, not all of the languages that have a writing system may have a well
developed phonetic dictionary. Studying these languages manually to acquire linguistic knowledge
and phonetic dictionary from the acoustic data is a highly challenging and non-trivial task. Availability
of computational methods can immensely help both the linguistic research community as well as the
speech technology research community. One potential venue for that is the area of zero-resource speech
processing (https://zerospeech.com/2015/index.html), which originally started with the problem
of unsupervised speech pattern discovery [12,13], was then extended to automatic subword units
discovery [14] and spoken term discovery [15], and more recently cast as a problem of automatic
language acquisition by machines [16,17], taking inspirations from how infants and children acquire
spoken language at the very early stages of life.
Instead of a completely unsupervised approach, yet another approach could be addressing
a somewhat simplified question with light supervision: Given only a set of utterances and the knowledge
that any two pair of utterances correspond to the same word or not, how can the phone set inventory and a lexicon
be automatically inferred? Irrespective of whether the target language is known or not or whether it
has a written form or not, this question can be posed. Furthermore, linguish notions such as minimal
pairs are built on pairwise comparison. We can pose subword unit extraction in a similar manner.
Availability of such data with pairwise comparisons can very well be envisaged in field linguistics, for
instance collecting of speech utterances of day today life objects/entities (e.g., food, cloth, and numbers)
possibly without the necessity to speak the unknown spoken language by showing them. In addition,
if only acoustic data of an unknown language are available, such form of light supervision, i.e., whether
two utterances correspond to the same word or not, could be obtainable from people with some speech
expertise through listening tests. Furthermore, such a question can be posed in the above-mentioned
zero resource speech processing framework after unsupervised spoken term for phone set or automatic
subword unit inventory discovery and pronunciation model extraction. The same question could be
posed in the case of sign languages to derive subunits and model signs as a sequence of subunits.
In this paper, we develop a hidden Markov models (HMM) based abstract framework that
addresses the above posed scientific question with light supervision for linguistic resource development
for speech processing and sign language processing, by building upon the inherent ability of HMMs
to segment time series into stationary segments and recent works on resource-constrained speech
processing using auxiliary multilingual resources. We validate the proposed framework through
a spoken language study and a sign language study. Specifically, in the spoken language study,
we demonstrate that the framework can lead up to phone set discovery and pronunciation lexicon
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development. In the sign language study, a recognition-synthesis framework for hand movement
subunits extraction and analysis is developed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief survey of relevant
literature. Section 3 presents the proposed framework. Sections 4 and 5 present the investigations on
spoken language and sign language, respectively. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the salient findings
and conclude.
2. Relevant Literature
In the field of speech processing, the first methods for automatic subword units extraction and
lexicon development emerged from the quest for finding alternatives to linguistically motivated
subword units phones [18,19]. These methods typically involved [20,21]: (a) segmentation of speech
utterances based on an acoustic similarity measure; (b) clustering of the segments using methods
such as k-means to a pre-set number of subword units/clusters; and (c) finding pronunciations for
each word from the occurrences of subword units in the training data followed by another clustering
step to select representative pronunciations. These methods were then furthered in the context of
pronunciation variation modeling [22,23]. Later, in the context of under-resourced speech processing,
approaches have emerged where word level transcription of speech signal together with transcription
of words in terms of graphemes have been exploited to derive automatic subword units and develop
automatic subword units based lexicon [24–27], with an assumption that orthography of words and
pronunciation of words in terms of phonemes are related. In other words, there exists a relationship
between graphemes and phonemes. More recently, as mentioned above, subword units extraction in
a completely unsupervised manner is being addressed for development of speech recognition and
speech synthesis systems without prior linguistic knowledge from untranscribed speech [16,17].
In the field of sign language processing, there are subunit extraction approaches that assume that
the produced signs have been annotated. For instance, Pitsikalis et al. developed an approach to convert
HamNoSys (the Hamburg Notation System for Sign Languages—an alphabetic system describing
the production of signs through the initial posture (describing nonmanual features, handshape,
hand orientation and location) plus the actions changing this posture in sequence or in parallel [28])
representation into data-driven subunits [29]. Cooper et al. used hand labeled data and compared three
types of subunits: appearance-based, 2D tracking-based and 3D tracking-based [30]. Koller et al. used
gloss annotations and gloss time boundaries to generate sequences of subunits using HMM-based
modeling and expectation-maximization algorithm [31]. (Gloss is a written form in sign language to
provide semantic labels to sign. Usually, glosses take on the base form of a word in the most closely
corresponding spoken language and are written in all upper case. For instance, in Swiss German
Sign Language, the gloss “GESCHWISTER” represents “siblings”) There are also subunit extraction
approaches that do presume annotations or labeled data to be available. For instance, Bauer and Kraiss
proposed an approach where first k-means is used to cluster the data obtained through hand gloves and
then a sequence model is determined for each sign based on the clustered segments [32]. Han et al. used
hand motion speed and trajectory information obtained through image processing to locate subunit
boundaries and then adopting a temporal clustering by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) approach to
merge similar subunits [33]. Fang et al. segmented signs using HMM, in which each state represents one
segment, and then they used a temporal clustering algorithm based on modified k-means algorithm,
where DTW is employed for distance computation [34]. Theodorakis et al. built upon Fang et al.’s
segmentation method and developed an HMM-based hierarchical clustering approach to extract
subunits [35]. Sako and Kitamura employed a multi-stream HMM to segment signs and then applied
a tree-based clustering algorithm to extract subunits [36].
In both speech processing and sign language processing, subword units or subunits extraction
from the signal has been approached as a time series problem by employing segmentation and
clustering techniques. Other than modality level difference (speech versus visual), the difference
largely lies in the choice of the specific techniques employed for segmentation and clustering and the
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order in which they are carried out. Thus, rather than approaching them as two different problems,
subunits extraction for speech processing and sign language processing could be addressed through
a common framework. Such a common framework could aid in making linguistic and technology
advances in both fields. Besides lack of a common framework, there are a few other limitations in
using the existing approaches as it is to address the light supervision problem posed in Section 1:
(i)

(ii)

Most of the methods for subword units extraction in speech processing employ or presume
some form of prior knowledge, e.g., existence of writing system, availability of transcription,
and linguistic knowledge to preset number of clusters. Zero resource speech processing, although
alleviates the necessity of such prior knowledge, is still an emerging field. As stated in [16],
the main focus is on “finding speech features that emphasize linguistically relevant properties of
the speech signal (phoneme structure) and de-emphasize the linguistically irrelevant ones”.
Unlike speech processing, in sign language processing, the acquisition methods have evolved
such as from the use of hand gloves to camera systems. In addition, most of the subunits
extraction investigations have been carried out in a signer dependent manner.

3. Proposed Approach
This section presents a methodology to address the light supervision computational linguistic
problem posed in Section 1. More precisely, given only a set of utterances/sign productions for
a spoken/sign language and the pairwise comparison between the utterances/sign productions,
i.e., whether any two pair of utterances/sign productions in the set correspond to the same word
(word can be regarded as an abstract unit of language, which can be realized in different ways to
communicate [37], for instance written word, spoken word or sign production) or not, the goal is to
automatically infer the subunits set and the associated lexicon that transcribes each word as a sequence
of subunits. In the proposed methodology, given such pairwise comparison data, the following steps
are performed:
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:
Step 4:

A sequence of feature vectors is extracted for each utterance or sign. In the case of speech
signal, the feature vectors are short-term cepstral features, which tend to model information
related to vocal tract system. In the case of signs, the feature vectors for hand movement are
based on the 3D skeletal information.
Given the sequence of feature vectors for each utterance or sign, a HMM is obtained for each
unknown word or sign in the set. This step exploits the idea that HMMs inherently segment
a time series into stationary segments and speech/sign recognition can be performed with
word level HMMs.
The states are clustered into subunits by pairwise comparison and a sequence model in terms
of clustered subunits is obtained for each unknown word or sign.
In the case of spoken language, phone set and pronunciation model for the unknown words
are inferred by learning a probabilistic subunit-to-phone relationship exploiting auxiliary
speech data with linguistic resources. As noted above, unlike speech processing, prior
knowledge about how to model sign as a sequence of subunits is still emerging. Thus, in the
context of sign language, visualization based on HMM-based synthesis is employed.

In the remainder of the section, we explain further Steps 2 and 3 in Section 3.1 and Step 4 in
Section 3.2.
3.1. Automatic Subword Unit Based Lexicon Development
As illustrated in Figure 1, Steps 2 and 3 can be grouped together and seen as a step of deriving
automatic subword units and development of an automatic subword units based lexicon. More
precisely, in Step 2, word-level or sign-level HMMs for each word or sign are determined. This is done
by modeling each state by a single Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariance and finding the
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number of states, n, such that the recognition accuracy saturates on the training and the development
data. Note that this process yields the same number of states n for all the unknown words or signs.

Figure 1. Illustration of the subword unit-based lexicon generation.

Given all the single Gaussians of the words or signs HMM states, Step 3 clusters them through
a measure of discrimination. More precisely, this is done by computing, between each pair of Gaussian
distributions, the Bhattacharyya distance [38]:
Bhatt(N1 , N2 ) =

1
det Σ
1
(µ − µ2 )T Σ−1 (µ1 − µ2 ) + ln( √
),
8 1
2
det Σ1 det Σ2

(1)

where N1 := N (µ1 , Σ1 ) and N2 := N (µ2 , Σ2 ) are two Gaussian distributions and Σ := Σ1 +2 Σ2 .
The level of similarity between two HMM states is defined by a threshold τ, i.e., two HMM states are
similar if the Bhattacharyya distance between the Gaussian distributions corresponding to the two
states is below the threshold τ. The intuitive explanation is that two segments are modeling similar
information or subword unit if the probability density functions (pdfs) of those states are similar.
This clustering step yields a set of automatic subword units and an automatic subword unit based
lexicon based on τ. The hyper-parameter τ is determined in a cross-validation manner as follows:
1.
2.
3.

First, multiple automatic subword units based lexicons corresponding to different values of τ
are obtained.
A recognition system is then trained on the training data based on each of those lexicons.
The lexicon that yields best recognition accuracy on the development data is chosen.

Selection of τ in this manner ensures that minimal discrimination between words or signs are
maintained after the clustering step.
3.2. Linking Derived Subwords Units to Linguistic Knowledge
In Step 4, the goal is to establish a link to linguistic knowledge to ascertain the identity of the
automatic subword units. In the case of spoken language, this can be done by learning a probabilistic
relationship between the derived subword units and phones through acoustic signal. More precisely,
as illustrated in Figure 2, this involves the following:
1.
2.

3.

A phone posterior probability estimator on auxiliary data or languages that have well developed
phonetic resources is trained.
A Kullback–Leibler divergence based HMM [39,40] (KL-HMM) with the phone posterior
probability is trained as feature observations and the states being represented by the derived
automatic subword units. Each state of the KL-HMM is parameterized by a categorical
distribution of the same dimension as phone probability feature vector, which capture
a probabilistic relationship between the automatic subword units and the phones. For a brief
introduction about KL-HMM, the reader is referred to Appendix A. (The present paper builds
upon different capabilities of KL-HMM: (a) modeling different subword units [41,42]; (b) handling
resource constraints by exploiting multilingual or auxiliary resources [43]; and (c) modeling
multichannel visual information in sign language [44]. For the sake of brevity, we do not go into
very details of these works.)
Phone-based pronunciation is inferred by using the trained KL-HMM as a generative model and
decoding the resulting sequence of probability through an ergodic HMM of phones.
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It is worth mentioning that the proposed approach of inferring phonetic identities of the automatic
subword units, and consequently a phonetic lexicon is inspired from the approach of acoustic
data-driven grapheme-to-phoneme conversion using KL-HMM [42].

Figure 2. Illustration of the phoneme inference according to the derived subword units.

In the case of sign language, the subunits based lexicon represents the movement information for
each observed sign “in-parts”. It is not obvious to what prior linguistic knowledge those subunits could
be linked. Even the HamNoSys annotation [28], which is used to transcribe signs, transcribes the whole
movement information, not the movement information in-parts. Thus, we develop an alternate method,
where the trained HMMs are used as a generative model to synthesize movement information in the
3D feature observation space by applying a linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) [45,46]. The synthesized
movements for the signs can then be visually compared to the actual movements produced by the
signers, which subsequently could be linked to HamNoSys should such annotation be available.
Figure 3 illustrates the proposed approach to synthesize movement information of signs based
on the derived subunits, starting from KL-HMM. As illustrated in the figure, given a sequence
of Gaussian distributions, LQR finds the minimal path which passes through the sequence of the
Gaussian distribution linked to each subunit that model a particular sign. The main question here
being: Are the derived subunits able to synthesize the hand movement of signs such that it corresponds
well with the human sign production? In that respect, a parallel between our approach and zero
resource challenge 2019 (https://zerospeech.com/2019/) can be drawn, where a speech synthesis
system based on automatic subword units derived in unsupervised manner is developed without
using text transcription or phonetic transcription.

Figure 3. Illustration of the synthesis of the hand movement according to the derived subunits.

4. Spoken Language Study
In this section, we validate the proposed approach on a spoken language through ASR system
level studies, as ASR relies on discrimination between words, and pronunciation lexicon level studies.
To validate the proposed approach up to pronunciation level, we needed a language that has well
developed linguistic resources as well as enough repetitions or acoustic realizations for each word
from different speakers. Under-resourced languages typically lack such resources. Thus, we simulated
the scenario through PhoneBook database that contains uncommon English words and proper names
(e.g., Witherington and Gargantuan) produced by several speakers.
4.1. Experimental Setup
We used a part of the PhoneBook database for the study. We used 39-dimensional perceptual
linear prediction (PLP) [47] cepstral features (c0 − c12 + ∆ + ∆∆) extracted with a window size of 25 ms
and with a window shift of 10 ms as the feature vectors.
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4.1.1. Database
PhoneBook is a speaker-independent phonetically-rich isolated-word telephone-speech English
database [48]. PhoneBook consists of more than 92,000 utterances and almost 8000 different words,
with an average of 11 different speakers/word. The database has been split into 106 word lists, each
composed of around 75 words. Furthermore, the set of speakers is different for each word list. The word
list contains uncommon English words and proper names (e.g., Witherington and Gargantuan). For our
investigation, we used the small size (75 words) vocabulary setup; more precisely the ad word list that
we separated into training, development and test sets as follows:
We selected speaker m0k who has uttered 74 words out of the 75 words as the development
set. The development set was used for determining the number of HMM states per word in Step 2
and the clustering threshold τ in Step 3. With the ten remaining speakers, we performed a speaker
independent experiment, where a leave-one-speaker-out protocol was applied. Thus, ten experiments
were conducted, where, in each experiment, the data of one speaker were used for testing and the
data of the remaining speakers were used for automatic subword units inference and for training ASR
system. For each of the experiments, the average number of utterances for training, development and
testing were 621, 74 and 69, respectively.
For lexical level validation studies, as part of Step 4, we used 21 word lists: aa, ah, am, aq, at, ba,
bh, bm, bq, bt, ca, ch, cm, cq, ct, da, dh, dm, dq, dt, and ea to train phone-based classifier. This word list
was originally defined in a study on task-independent speaker-independent speech recognition [49]:
task-independent because the words in each word list are different and speaker-independent as
the speakers in each word list are different. For example, words and speakers in word list ad are
entirely different from the words and speakers in the 21 word lists. As done in [49], we used 42
context-independent phones (including silence) from the PhoneBook dictionary.
We also conducted a study where the phone posterior probability estimator was trained with
multilingual data without English. For that, we used the Swiss French, Swiss German, Italian and
Spanish part of the SpeechDat(II) corpus (http://www.speechdat.org/SpeechDat.html). Each language
has about 12 h of speech. The lexicons are based on SAMPA phone set (https://www.phon.ucl.ac.
uk/home/sampa/). We created a multilingual phone set by merging the phone sets across the four
languages. This resulted in 104 context-independent phones including silence. It is worth mentioning
that 35 phones out of the 104 phones are common to the English SAMPA phone set.
4.1.2. Systems
We built HMM with Gaussian mixture models (HMM/GMM) [50] and hybrid HMM/ANN
(Artificial Neural Network) [51] systems to evaluate the automatic subword units based lexicon at
ASR level. We built KL-HMM systems for lexical level validation. In each case, we built two systems:
(a) using word-level HMM states obtained in Step 2 as subword units, referred to as word level system;
and (b) using the clustered HMM states in Step 3 as subword units, referred to as clustered subword
units based system. The motivation behind building word level system is that Step 2 obtains a word
level HMM with fixed number of states n through discrimination, similar to in Step 3, so the states of
the word level HMMs can also regarded as subword units without being clustered. Such a comparison
would help us to determine whether the clustering step is indeed yielding meaningful subword units
or not. The HMMs were trained and tested with the HTK toolkit [52]. The KL-HMM system studies
were conducted using an in-house modified version of HTK. The neural networks, more precisely
multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), for hybrid HMM/ANN and KL-HMM systems were trained using the
Quicknet software [53].
HMM/GMM Systems: All the HMM/GMM systems are left-to-right HMMs using a single Gaussian
distribution with diagonal covariance matrix as the emission distribution. In the case of the word
level system, the number of states is chosen according to the model that saturates on the training and
development data (Step 2). In the subword unit-based model, the clustering step was conducted with
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the hyper-parameter, τ, in the range of 0.8–3.2 with a 0.2 step, each leading to a different lexicon.
An HMM/GMM system was trained for each lexicon and the final one was chosen according to the
maximum recognition accuracy on the development set (Step 3). The resulting word level system and
clustered subword unit based system was tested on the test set. This process was repeated for each
speaker-independent fold.
Hybrid HMM/ANN Systems: For building the hybrid HMM artificial neural network (ANN) systems,
we first obtained the alignments in terms of the HMM states, respectively, from the word level and
the clustered subword units-based HMM/GMM systems for each speaker-independent fold. We then
trained MLPs classifying HMM states with output non-linearity of softmax and minimum cross-entropy
error criterion. We used the 39-dimensional PLP cepstral features with four frames preceding context
and four frames following context as the MLP input. In our experiments, we trained MLPs with
different number of hidden units (600, 800, and 1000) and hidden layers (0, 1, 2, and 3). The number of
hidden units and hidden layers as well as other hyper-parameters such as learning rate and the batch
size were chosen according to the frame-level accuracy on the development set.
We estimated the scaled likelihoods in the hybrid HMM/ANN systems by dividing the posterior
probabilities derived from MLPs with the prior probabilities of the classes estimated from relative
frequencies in the training data. These scaled likelihoods were then used as emission probabilities for
HMM states.
KL-HMM Systems: First, a single hidden layer MLP was trained to classify 42 context-independent
phones, including silence. We used the 39-dimensional PLP cepstral features with four frames
preceding context and four frames following context as the MLP input. The number of hidden
nodes was 800. The KL-HMM parameters were then training by forward passing the training portion
of the ad list data through the MLP and using resulting 42 dimensional phone posterior probability
distribution per frame as the feature observations. We trained word level system and clustered subunits
based system for each speaker-independent fold. After training the KL-HMM system, we tested the
performance at ASR level on the test data. For lexical level validation, we generated the pronunciation
of each word in terms of the 42 phones, as described in Step 4. For each word, we then computed
the Levenshtein distance between the inferred pronunciation and the pronunciation given in the
PhoneBook dictionary.
We trained a multilingual KL-HMM system for each speaker-independent fold where, we first
trained a multilingual phone classifier on the SpeechDat(II) and then for each fold trained the
KL-HMM parameters on the training portion of the ad list data, by forward passing it through
the multilingual phone classifier and using the resulting multilingual phone posterior probabilities as
feature observation.
4.2. Results and Analysis
In this section, we first present ASR level validation studies followed by lexical level validation
studies. We then present as part of analysis: (i) impact of number of utterances on the proposed
methodology on phone set and pronunciation model inference; and (ii) investigations using language
independent multilingual data.
4.2.1. ASR Level Validation
First, the ASR study on the PhoneBook database was conducted to validate the assumption that the
proposed approach derived discriminative subword units. As a baseline, we trained an HMM/GMM
system with the lexicon based on the phonemes. Table 1 presents the average recognition accuracy
(RA) over the ten-fold experiments of the clustered subword unit-based and word level systems.
The average number of units corresponds to the number of HMM states used to train the model. In the
case of the clustered subword unit-based system, a reduction of 28% of states/units can be observed.
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Table 1. Clustered subword unit-based and word level systems RA on the PhoneBook database using
PLP cepstral features with HMM/GMM and hybrid HMM/ANN systems.
Clustered Subword Unit-Based System

Word Level System

94.1 ± 5.6
97.8 ± 2.0
810

96.1 ± 4.0
98.3 ± 2.1
1125

Context-Independent System

Context-Dependent System

97.7 ± 2.5
39

96.1 ± 4.8
114

HMM/GMM
Hybrid HMM/ANN
Average # units

Baseline HMM/GMM
# phonemes

It can be observed that, in the case of HMM/GMM study, word-level system outperforms clustered
subword units based system. However, in the case of hybrid HMM/ANN system, the performances are
better than respective HMM/GMM system performance and are comparable. As a whole, the results
indicate that the clustered subword units retain discrimination information across the words even with
a reduction of around 28% of the number of HMM states.
Table 2 presents the average RA of the clustered subword unit-based and word level KL-HMM
systems. As a baseline, we trained a KL-HMM system with the lexicon based on the phonemes. As
can be seen, both systems yield comparable RAs, again indicating that clustered subword units retain
discrimination across the words.
Table 2. KL-HMM-based subword unit- and word level -based systems results on the PhoneBook
database using posterior distributions as features.
Clustered Subword Unit-Based System

Word Level System

99.0 ± 1.8

99.4 ± 1.2

Context-Independent System

Context-Dependent System

98.1 ± 3.4

99.7 ± 0.9

KL-HMM

Baseline KL-HMM

4.2.2. Lexical Level Validation
As explained in Section 3 (see Figure 2), we inferred the pronunciation of each word in the lexicon
using the KL-HMM as a generative model, and decoded the resulting sequence of phone posterior
probabilities for each word using a 42 phone fully connected ergodic HMM to get the pronunciation
model. We compared the inferred pronunciations with the pronunciation provided in the PhoneBook
dictionary, and computed Levenshtein distance (LEV) [54] and phone recognition rate (PRR). PRR is
calculated as
(#insertion + #deletion + #substitution)
1.0 −
,
(2)
Nre f
where # denotes “number of” and Nre f denotes the number of phones in the reference phonetic
transcription. Table 3 presents the average LEV and PRR for pronunciations inferred by clustered
subword unit based KL-HMM and word level KL-HMM. It can be observed that the inferred
pronunciations are close to the original pronunciations in the manual pronunciation dictionary. Further
analysis of the lexicon showed that the phonetic lexicon inferred using clustered subword unit based
system cover 39 phones out of the 42 phones, while the manual dictionary for the words in ad list
covers 38 phones. More precisely, with an exception of one extra phone, all the phones in the manual
dictionary were inferred.
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Table 3. Levenshtein distance (LEV) and phone recognition rate (PRR) results of the lexicon inferred
from clustered subword unit-based KL-HMM system and word level KL-HMM system.
Clustered Subword Unit-Based System

Word Level System

1.9 ± 0.2

1.5 ± 0.1

LEV ± std
PRR ± std

70.3 ± 2.6

76.4 ± 1.1

4.2.3. Further Analysis
Impact of number of utterances: In the experiments presented above, we had nine speakers utterances
per word to derive subword units. In realistic under-resourced language scenario, it may not be
possible to get so many speaker utterances per word. Thus, we studied the impact of number of
speaker utterances on the proposed approach by developing two additional systems: (a) using only six
speaker utterances per word (denoted as six-utterances); and (b) using only four speaker utterances
per word (denoted as four-utterances) in a gender balanced manner. We compared the performances
to the case where all the training utterances (denoted as all-train-utterances) were used. It is worth
mentioning that, after deriving automatic subword unit lexicon, the HMM/GMM system was trained
with all the utterances so that we can fairly compare the resulting lexicons. If the HMM/GMM systems
were trained with four utterances or six utterances, separating the differences due to lexicon and
data sparisty would have been a non-trivial task. Table 4 presents the average RA for HMM/GMM
system. It can be observed that the amount of data used to infer automatic subword unit based
pronunciation lexicon does not seems to affect the performance at ASR level. Interestingly, we can
observe improvement with six-utterances based lexicon.
Table 4. Clustered subword unit-based and word level HMM/GMM systems results on the PhoneBook
database depending on the three different setups used to infer the lexicon (all-train-/six-/four-utterances
based lexicon) using PLP cepstral features.
HMM/GMM-Based System
Lexicon

Average RA ± std

Average # Units

Clustered subword
unit-based
system

all-train-utterances
six-utterances
four-utterances

94.1 ± 5.6
95.7 ± 4.5
95.4 ± 5.9

810 (−28%)
1365 (−9%)
1019 (−3%)

Word level
system

all-train-utterances
six-utterances
four-utterances

96.1 ± 4.0
96.3 ± 4.0
96.0 ± 5.5

1125
1500
1050

Table 5 presents the results with KL-HMM system at ASR level and lexical level. In this case,
the automatic subword units based lexicon is derived using all-training-, four- or six- utterances and the
KL-HMM is also trained on all-train-, four- or six- utterances, respectively. We can again observe that
reduction in number of utterances does not affect Steps 2–4. Similar to the HMM/GMM study, at the
ASR level, the number of samples does not impact the RA. At the LEV and PRR level, we can observe
improvement with the six-utterances based lexicon.
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Table 5. Clustered subword unit-based and word level KL-HMM systems recognition accuracy (RA),
Levenshtein distance (LEV) and phone recognition rate (PRR) on the PhoneBook database depending
on the three different setups used to infer the lexicon (all-train-/six-/four-utterances -based lexicon).
Monolingual KL-HMM-Based System
Lexicon

Average RA ± std

LEV ± std

PRR ± std

Clustered subword
unit-based
system

all-train-utterances
six-utterances
four-utterances

99.0 ± 1.8
99.3 ± 1.2
99.0 ± 1.4

1.9 ± 0.2
1.5 ± 0.1
1.8 ± 0.1

70.3 ± 2.6
76.2 ± 1.7
71.5 ± 1.0

Word level
system

all-train-utterances
six-utterances
four-utterances

99.4 ± 1.2
99.3 ± 1.2
99.1 ± 1.4

1.5 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.0
1.8 ± 0.1

76.4 ± 1.1
77.5 ± 0.7
72.1 ± 0.8

Multilingual study: In the above studies, the ASR level and lexical level studies were conducted
in matched condition in terms of language. In other words, although the words and the speakers
are not shared across word lists, the language is still English. Thus, we studied the possibility to
use language-independent multilingual resources. For that, we performed ASR and pronunciation
inference study using the multilingual KL-HMM system, where the 104-dimensional multilingual
posterior probabilities estimated by MLP trained on Swiss French, Swiss German, Italian and Spanish
portions of SpeechDat(II) were used as the feature observation to learn the relationship between the
automatic subword units and the multilingual phones. Table 6 presents the ASR performance in
terms of RA. For all cases, there is slight drop in performance when compared to the monolingual
MLP. The trend remains that the same word level system and clustered subword units based system
yield comparable systems. We also observe that reducing the number of utterances for derivation
of automatic subword units and KL-HMM training does not impact the performance of the systems.
This suggests that there exists a systematic relationship between the derived subword units and
multilingual phones.
Table 6. Clustered subword unit-based and word level KL-HMM systems results on the PhoneBook
database using multilingual phoneme classifier (without English).
Multilingual KL-HMM-Based System
Lexicon

Average RA ± std

Clustered subword
unit-based
system

all-train-utterances
six-utterances
four-utterances

98.4 ± 1.5
98.5 ± 1.6
98.4 ± 2.5

Word level
system

all-train-utterances
six-utterances
four-utterances

98.7 ± 2.1
98.5 ± 1.6
98.4 ± 2.5

We inferred the pronunciation based on the 104 multilingual SAMPA phone set. We found that
all-train-utterances based lexicon covers 40 phones out of the 104 phones. Twenty-seven out of the
inferred 40 phones belong to or shared to English SAMPA phone set, while 13 are borrowed from other
languages. We were not able to carry out lexical level validation using LEV and PRR measures, as
PhoneBook lexicon and SpeechDat(II) lexicon are based on two different Bets. It was not possible to
map all the phones precisely, especially multilingual phones. Table 7 presents some examples of the
phonetic inference in PhoneBook Bet for the monolingual case and SAMPA Bet for the multilingual case.
We can observe that, unlike monolingual inference, the multilingual phone inference is somewhat noisy.
This is potentially due to the mismatch in the database conditions. Compensating such differences and
the Bet differences to further investigate the use of multilingual resources is part of our future study.
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Table 7.
Examples of phonetics inference according to the monolingual KL-HMM and
multilingual KL-HMM.
Word

True

Monolingual-Based Inferrence

Multilingual-Based Inferrence

yarns

yarnz

yarnz

jon

speechwriter

spiCrYtX

spiCrYtX

s p i tS u a OY e l

infrequently

Infrikwxntli

Infrikwxtli

ienfwikue

oops

ups

wupts

nu

quail

kwel

kwel

uweio

bonbon

banban

b@anbaxn

onbon

5. Sign Language Study
In this section, we validate the proposed approach on sign language. We limited the investigations
to hand movement and hand shape information, as extraction of non-manual features such as mouthing
or facial expressions is still an open research problem [2,55]. In particular, we focused on deriving
hand movement subunits and study their modeling with and without hand shape information.
5.1. Experimental Setup
As part of validation, we conducted signer-independent automatic sign language recognition (SLR)
and synthesis of hand movement information from the resulting models. The study was conducted
on the SMILE Swiss German Sign Language database using hand movement information. Speech
technologies based approaches benefit from the idea that subword units such as phones can be shared
across languages [43]. In the spoken language part, we used that capability in the study using auxiliary
multilingual resources. We took inspiration from that to investigate: whether the derived hand
movement subunits exhibit similar desirable characteristics? For that, we used Turkish sign language
data to perform cross-lingual sign language processing experiments.
5.1.1. Database
The large-scale SMILE Swiss German Sign Language Dataset [56] was created in the context
of developing an assessment system for lexical signs of Swiss German Sign Language (DSGS)
(Deutschschweizerische Gebärdensprache). It contains 11 adult signers and 19 adult L2 learners
which produced 100 isolated signs of a DSGS vocabulary production test. Each sign was performed
three times and only the second pass was manually annotated. The SMILE dataset was collected
with the Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor and the high speed and high resolution GoPro video cameras.
The SMILE dataset provides the color videos, depth maps, user masks and 3D pose information
obtained from the Kinect, and the body pose, facial landmarks, and hand pose information extracted
using the deep-learning-based key point detection library OpenPose.
As mentioned, only the second pass was annotated through six categories that evaluate the
acceptability of a sign according to linguistic criteria; more precision can be found on the “Category
of sign produced” annotation of the SMILE transcription/annotation scheme presented in [56]. In
our experimental studies, we only used the second pass data that were annotated as Category 1 or
2, i.e., acceptable signs with the same or slightly the same form. We did not make any difference
between the L1 and L2 signers in our experiments. To ensure enough samples are available for each
sign (minimum five samples/sign), 94 signs were selected out of the 100. The resulting data for the 94
signs were partitioned in a signer-independent manner into 1263 training set samples from 17 signers,
249 development set samples from 3 signers and 704 test set samples from 10 signers.
To investigate the ability to share the derived subunits across sign languages, we used Turkish sign
language (TSL) HospiSign database. HospiSign is a subset of 33 TSL phrase classes related to the health
domain of the continuous BosphorusSign database [57]. The HospiSign subset includes six signers,
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with each sign being repeated approximately six times by each signer. The database is available upon
request from the authors (https://www.cmpe.boun.edu.tr/pilab/BosphorusSign/home_en.html).
The database has been recorded with a Kinect camera. We used the skeletal joint coordinates that are
provided in the database for feature extraction.
5.1.2. Feature Extraction
Two types of feature were used to model the hand movement: (i) the 3D skeleton position of both
hands according to three different coordinate systems (based on the head center, the hand corresponding
shoulder center and hip center) normalized by the head width; and (ii) the corresponding delta velocities.
More precisely, for each time frame, we first normalized position features of the left and right hand, pt ,
by the width of the head. Then, three types of 3D coordinate of the hands were recalculated depending
on three coordinate systems. The first one takes the head as the center; the second one uses the right
shoulder as the center for the right hand, and uses the left shoulder as the center for the left hand;
and the third one takes the right hip as the center for the right hand, and takes the left hip as the center
for the left hand. Therefore, depending on the center C, the position feature pt would be:
pC
t =

hand − C
,
|head − neck|/4

(3)

where C ∈ {head, shoulder, hip}; hand, shoulder, hip are vectors of x, y, z coordinates of,
respectively, left and right hand, shoulder and hip; and head contains x, y, z coordinate of the head twice.
The velocity features, vC
t , are estimated for each coordinate system by computing the difference
between the position features at time t and time t − 2.
C
C
vC
t = pt − pt−2 .

(4)

The resulting features are of size 36, 18 positions features ((3 left + 3 right hand position features)
× 3 coordinate systems) and 18 velocity features.
5.1.3. Systems
As done in the case of spoken language study, we used HTK, Quicknet and in-house implementation
of KL-HMM on HTK for developing the sign language recognition systems. Similar to spoken language
investigations, we studied the sign level system based on the HMM states in Step 2 and clustered
subunits-based system based on Step 3. Unlike spoken language study, there is no phonetic dictionary
which we can infer. Thus, we conducted visualization studies by applying LQR-based hand movement
information synthesis using the pbdlib library, developed by Pignat and Calinon in [45] in the context
of robotics.
HMM/GMM Systems: All the HMM/GMM systems are left-to-right HMMs using one mixture
Gaussian distribution with diagonal convariance matrix per state as the emission distribution. In Step
2, the number of states for the sign level HMM is chosen according to the saturation of the model
on the SMILE training and development data. In Step 3, the clustering step was conducted with the
hyper-parameter, τ, in the range of 0.3–1.3 with a 0.1 step, leading to a set of lexicon. An HMM/GMM
system was trained for each lexicon and the one that yields the maximum recognition accuracy on the
development set was chosen. Test set performances are reported on that lexicon.
Hybrid HMM/ANN Systems: For building the hybrid HMM artificial neural network (ANN) systems,
we first obtained the alignments in terms of the HMM states using either the sign level or the clustered
subunits-based HMM/GMM systems. We then trained MLPs classifying HMM states with output
non-linearity of softmax and minimum cross-entropy error criterion. We used the 36-dimensional
movement features with four frames preceding context and four frames following context as the MLP
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input. In our experiments, we trained MLPs with different number of hidden units (600, 800, and 1000)
and hidden layers (0, 1, 2, and 3). The number of hidden units and hidden layers as well as other
hyper-parameters such as learning rate and the batch size were chosen according to the frame-level
accuracy on the development set.
We estimated the scaled likelihoods in the hybrid HMM/ANN systems [51] by dividing the
posterior probabilities derived from MLPs with the prior probabilities of the classes estimated
from relative frequencies in the training data. These scaled likelihoods were then used as emission
probabilities for HMM states during decoding.
KL-HMM Systems: We developed two different left-to-right KL-HMM systems:
1.

2.

Monolingual KL-HMM system: In this case, the hand movement subunits posterior probabilities
estimated by the MLP of hybrid HMM/ANN system are used as feature observations.
The KL-HMM states represent the hand movement subunits.
Cross-lingual KL-HMM system: In this case, the hand movement subunits are derived on
TSL HospiSign database (Steps 2 and 3); an MLP is trained on the HospiSign data to estimate
TSL subunits posterior probabilities; and the states model DSGS subunits and the parameters
are trained by using the TSL subunits posterior probabilities estimated on the DSGS data as
feature observations. In doing so, the KL-HMM learns a probabilistic relationship between DSGS
subunits and TSL subunits, and allows us to examine language-independence of derived subunits.
To compensate the difference in the coordinate system recording in between both databases,
a skeleton alignment is applied before the feature extraction. To do so, all the signer skeletons of
both databases are aligned at the neck joint with respect to a reference Hospisign signer skeleton
and then scaled by the shoulder width.

Following a recent work [44], in the KL-HMM framework, we also studied combining subunits
based hand movement information and hand shape information for sign language recognition.
The hand shape features used in this paper are the output posterior distributions of the Deep
Hand estimator developed by Koller et al. [58]. The estimator was trained on the one-million hands
dataset [58]. The set of hand shape classes used to train the estimator consists of a transition shape
and the 60 hand shapes (linguistically inspired) presented in https://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.
de/~koller/1miohands-data/. The resulting hand shape features are a 122-dimensional features
containing the 61 dimensional posterior distribution for each hand.
5.2. Results and Analysis
We first present the monolingual study and then present the cross-lingual study.
5.2.1. Monolingual Study
Table 8 presents the sign language recognition accuracy (RA) depending clustered subunit-based
system and sign level system on the SMILE database along with the average number of subunits in
each case. It can be observed that the clustered subunits-based system with around 14% less HMM
states performs comparable to sign level system for both HMM/GMM and hybrid HMM/ANN system.
This indicates that the clustered subunits-based lexicon obtained in Step 3 maintains discrimination
across signs. Furthermore, KL-HMM systems trained using subunits posterior probability as feature
observation further improves the recognition accuracy.
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Table 8. Hand movement clustered subunits-based and sign level HMM/GMM, hybrid HMM/ANN
and KL-HMM systems performance in terms of recognition accuracy on the SMILE database.
Clustered Subunit-Based System

Sign Level System

HMM/GMM

51.3

49.4

Hybrid HMM/ANN

51.6

53.0

KL-HMM

55.8

57.4

Average # subunits

1945

2256

To get an insight into how consistent are the derived subunits, we synthesized the 3D hand
position movement with a LQR using the sequence of Gaussian distributions linked to the sequence
of subunits of the sign (Step 4). The starting point for the hand movement synthesis is the starting
point of a manual production of the sign. The duration for each state is the average number of time
frames estimated by aligning the states in the sign to the training samples. Two signs are presented:
TAXI, which is a well-recognized sign (100% recognition), and PAPIER, which is a poorly recognized
sign (0% recognition). To facilitate the visualization, we depict in Figure 4 the (x, y) position of the
dominant hand as well as for comparison three examples of the respective sign samples (soft lines),
the z-axis, the depth of the sign production, being not relevant for these two particular signs.

Figure 4. Movement synthesis of the dominant hand for the well-recognized sign, TAXI (left), and the
poorly-recognized sign, PAPIER (right), using the Gaussian distribution sequence of the subunit-based
HMM/GMM system, where the red square are the starting points.

As can be seen, the hand movement of signers vary a lot. (For the sake of clarity, we did not show
all the signers production.) Nevertheless, in both cases, the synthesized movements follow similar
direction and range of movement as the hand movement of the actual signers. This suggests that the
subunits are modeling the relevant hand movement information.
The sequence of the Gaussian distributions can be also obtained according to the KL-HMM
system. The advantage of the KL-HMM is its categorical distributions states, which allows computing
a new Gaussian by using them as a weight on the subunit Gaussians. First, we selected significant
values, i.e., categorical distributions greater than 0.005, and re-scaled them according to the total
number of selected components, M. Then, the combined mean, µcomb , and diagonal covariance, σcomb ,
were computed as:
M
1 M
µcomb =
µ
,
σ
=
m
∑ wm · σm ,
comb
M m∑
m =1
=1
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where wm are the re-scaled categorical distributions and µm , σm the mean and the diagonal covariance
of the corresponding Gaussian distribution. Figure 5 depicts the resulting movement synthesis
of the well-recognized sign, TAXI (100% recognition), and WASCHEN, a poorly-recognized sign
(0% recognition). When comparing the synthesized movement for sign TAXI across KL-HMM and
HMM/GMM (Figure 4), the difference mainly appears at the end of the sign.

Figure 5. Movement synthesis of the dominant hand for the well-recognized sign, TAXI (left), and the
poorly-recognized sign, WASCHEN (right), using the Gaussian distribution sequence computed from
the subunit-based KL-HMM system, where the red square are the starting points.

As the synthesized movement of the dominant right hand of the poorly-recognized sign, PAPIER,
is corresponding to the movements produced by the signers, we looked at the confusion matrix to
understand the reason for the poor recognition accuracy and analyzed the hand movements. It was
found that the hand movements of some signs are similar, as can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. (x, y) movement of the right and left (dashed line) hands of the signs PAPIER, SCHON,
VERGLEICHEN and THEMA, respectively.
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Sign language convey information through multiple channels. A single channel (e.g., only hand
movement) may not be sufficient to discriminate all the signs. The confusion in terms of hand
movements can be handled by adding other channel such as hand shape to the KL-HMM system.
Table 9 presents the sign language recognition of the KL-HMM system only with hand movement
features (hmvt), only with hand shape features (hshp) and both (hmvt+hshp). As it can be seen, use of
both hand movement information and hand shape information increases the recognition performance.
Indeed, in the case of the sign PAPIER, integration of hand shape information increases the RA from
0% to 80%.
Table 9. Sign RA on the DSGS database of the KL-HMM system depending on the movement (hmvt)
DSGS subunits posterior probabilities, the hand shape (hshp) features or both (hmvt+hshp) of them.

Sign RA

hmvt
KL-HMM

hshp
KL-HMM

hmvt+hshp
KL-HMM

55.8

38.2

74.3

A question that arises is: Does adding the hand shape information affect the model of the
movement subunits? Thus, we synthesized hand movements using the hand movement categorical
distributions estimated by hmvt+hshp KL-HMM. Figure 7 depicts the dominant hand movement
synthesized by the hmvt KL-HMM system and of the hmvt+hshp KL-HMM system. As can be observed,
the synthesized movements are slightly different, with the hmvt+hshp KL-HMM following better the
hand movement in the manual productions of the sign.

Figure 7. Movement synthesis of the dominant hand for the sign TAXI using the Gaussian distribution
sequence computed from the hmvt KL-HMM system and the hmvt+hshp KL-HMM system. The red
squares are the starting points.

5.2.2. Cross-Lingual Study
Table 10 presents the results of the cross-lingual study, where the subunits are derived on the TSL
HospiSign and KL-HMM system is trained on DSGS database to recognize DSGS signs with DSGS
subunits lexicon. It can be observed that the performance drops considerably when compared to the
monolingual case. However, the performance obtained is beyond chance level. This suggests that
there exists some degree of systematic relationship between the DSGS subunits and TSL subunits but
it is not sufficient to recognize well the DSGS signs. The reason for that could be: (a) differences in
the coverage of hand movements across the two databases; and (b) differences in recording settings.
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In the case of HospiSign, the signs were performed in standing position, while, in the case of DSGS,
the signs were performed in sitting position. Skeleton alignment may not have fully compensated for
these differences. Investigating these differences and their impact is part of our future work.
Table 10. Sign language RA on the DSGS database of the KL-HMM system trained with TSL HospiSign
subunits posterior probabilities in the multilingual case and DSGS subunits in the monolingual one.

Sign RA

Cross-Lingual System

Monolingual System

41.5

55.8

Figure 8 depicts the synthesis of the movement based on the TSL HospiSign subunits of
a well-recognized sign and poorly-recognized sign, THEMA and SPIELEN, respectively. In the
case of sign THEMA, we can observe that the synthesized movement follow hand movement of the
actual signers. In the case of sign SPIELEN, it is not the case. One of the reasons for that could be that
TSL subunits may not be covering well all the DSGS movements.

Figure 8. Movement synthesis of the dominant hand for the well-recognized sign, THEMA (left),
and the poorly-recognized sign, SPIELEN (right), using the Gaussian distribution sequence computed
from the KL-HMM system using the TSL HospiSign subunits. The red squares are the starting points.

Table 11 presents the performance of the cross-lingual system when hand shape information is
also modeled. The performance of the system improves significantly. The gap between monolingual
and cross-lingual system reduces from 13.3% absolute (55.8–41.5) to 8.2% absolute (74.3–66.1).
This suggests that some shortcomings of cross-lingual hand movement information estimation is
getting compensated by hand shape information. At the same time, it should be noted that hand
shape alone yields performance of 38.2%. Thus, the improvement in performance is attributed to
the complementary discrimination provided by both hand movement and hand shape, similar to the
monolingual case. Together, these results indicate that the derived subunits could be shared. The
ability to share across languages could potentially be improved by using multiple sign language data.
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Table 11. Sign RA on the DSGS database of the cross-lingual KL-HMM system depending on the
movement (hmvt) TSL HospiSign subunits posterior probabilities alone or added to the hand shape
features (hmvt+hshp).

Sign RA

hmvt
KL-HMM

hmvt+hshp
KL-HMM

41.5

66.1

Impact of number of training samples: As mentioned above, sign languages are inherently
under-resourced. Only few sign languages have a proper database. This is further compounded
by the fact that sign languages are highly localized and may not be related to each other. For instance,
although English is the native language for Brits and Americans, British sign language (BSL) and
American sign language (ASL) are distinct languages [1,59]. In other words, while American English
and British English are mutually intelligible, BSL and ASL are not. Similarly, German sign language
(DGS) and DSGS are distinct sign languages. The cross-lingual approach is leading towards methods
to share resources across sign languages. Thus, we investigated the impact of number of training
samples per sign from the target sign language on the performance of cross-lingual sign language
recognition system.
In the DSGS database, since we only used Category 1 and Category 2 data from SMILE
dataset (see Section 5.1.1), the number of training samples varies; Figure 9 depicts the histogram
of the number of samples per sign. To find the appropriate number of training samples per sign,
we conducted a study using three different setups where in the first one ten samples per sign (referred
as ten-sample-signs), in the second eight samples per sign (eight-sample-signs) and in the last six samples
per sign (six-sample-signs) were used. To evaluate the three different setups, we derived hand movement
subunits for each setup and built KL-HMM based sign language recognition systems. We also evaluated
them with the KL-HMM system modeling both the hand movement and hand shape information.

Figure 9. Histogram of the number of training samples per sign of the DSGS dataset.

Table 12 presents the RA of this study.
Table 12. Cross-lingual KL-HMM based hmvt and hmvt+hshp-based systems results on the DSGS database
depending on the three different setups used to infer the lexicon (ten-/eight-/six-sample-signs lexicon).
Lexicon

Sign RA

hmvt
KL-HMM
System

ten-sample-signs
eight-sample-signs
six-sample-signs

35.9
33.7
33.8

hmvt+hshp
KL-HMM
System

ten-sample-signs
eight-sample-signs
six-sample-signs

62.6
60.1
55.0
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It can be observed that the RA decreases with decrease in number of samples per sign. As can
be observed in Figure 10, the minimum number of samples seems to be around twelve samples,
but the figure also shows that the number of samples needed depends on the sign. The different
movement complexity of the signs and variations introduced by the signers can explain this difference.
Furthermore, as we observed earlier, the differences in the coverage of hand movements across the
two database can also explain why a low number of samples is not sufficient. Investigating further this
aspect with multilingual sign language resources is part of our future work.

Figure 10. Sign RA density according to the number of training samples according to the KL-HMM
system using the TSL movement subunit (hmvt) or using both with the hand shape information
(hmvt+hshp).

6. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper addresses a computational linguistic paradigm, where, given a set of speech utterances
or sign productions and the pairwise comparison between each pair of speech utterances or sign
productions in the set on whether they correspond to the same word or sign or not, the goal is to derive
subword units or subunits, and link them to available prior linguistic knowledge. Toward that goal,
we present a methodology which first obtains a word level or sign level HMM for each lexical entity
and clusters the HMM states by pairwise discrimination to obtain a reduced set of states or subunits
and a corresponding subunits based lexicon. In the case of spoken language, we demonstrated that,
for both the states of word level HMM and derived subword units (i.e., clustered states), a probabilistic
relationship to phones can be learned by exploiting auxiliary resources to identify the phone set and
obtain a phone-based pronunciation dictionary. In the case of sign language, due to lack of concrete
linguistic knowledge to link hand movement subunits, we propose a visualization method where the
hand movement information is synthesized to assess how well the subunits model the movement
information relevant to signs. As a by-product, the proposed methodology also leads to methods to
develop technologies in such a resource-constrained scenario.
In the experimental studies on spoken language as well as sign language, we observed that both
use of the states of word level or sign level HMMs and use of the clustered HMM states as subword
units lead to comparable recognition performances. This is highly encouraging and interesting. In the
speech recognition literature, it has been observed that word level HMMs outperform subword units
based modeling [18,19]. However, our investigations, in particular lexical level validation in the spoken
language study, also point out that Step 3, i.e., clustering of HMM states, may not be necessary, as
the states of word level HMMs can be linked to the prior knowledge to discover the phone set and
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obtain phonetic lexicon. Thus, whether to cluster the word level HMM-states or not is open for further
investigation.
In the context of sign language, Table 13 compares our work with a few closely related subunit
extraction studies. As can be seen, the previous approaches have focused on processing images or
motion information captured via gloves, while our approach focuses on modeling skeleton information,
which can be easily and reliably obtained nowadays. In addition, most of these works have not
investigated signer independence. Furthermore, none of these works have studied cross-lingual
aspects. Finally, our framework allows synthesis of hand movement in 3D space to better understand
the derived subunits using LQR. In doing so, our work establishes a link between modeling hand
movement in sign language and in robotics.
Table 13. Comparison of our sign language hand movement subunit studies with existing studies.
Ref.
Sako and Kitamura [36]
Bauer and Kraiss [32]
Han et al. [33]
Fang et al. [34]
Theodorakis et al. [35]

Our approach

Features
Based

Segment.

images
processing
gloves
images
processing
gloves

multi-stream
HMM
HMM
discontinuity
detector
HMM

images
processing

HMM

skeleton

HMM

Clustering
Algorithm

Recognition
Study

Signer Indep.
Study

Monolingual/
Cross-Lingual

3

3

Monolingual

3

7

Monolingual

DTW

3

7

Monolingual

modified k-means
HMM
hierarchical
clustering

7

7

Monolingual

7

7

Monolingual

3

3

Mono- and cross-lingual

tree based
algorithm
k-means

pair-wise
clustering with
Bhatt. dist.

Our future work will consider the following directions:
1.

2.

3.

Further ground the methodology linguistically by: (a) modeling articulatory features [60,61]
instead of cepstral features in the case of spoken language; and (b) modeling both hand movement
and hand shape in the case of sign language for deriving subunits. In both cases, it can be
achieved by employing KL-HMM in Step 2 and Step 3. In the case of sign language, it will help
in connecting to linguistic research that are trying to understand the high level units formed by
hand movement and hand shape [4,5].
Extend the cross-lingual investigations on sign language to multilingual scenario by pooling
resources from other sign languages, with the ultimate aim of handling resource constraints in
sign language processing.
In the speech community, there is interest in modeling articulatory measurements obtained
through electromagnetic articulography [62,63]. In the present work, the hand movement
subunits were extracted by modeling skeletal information, i.e., measurements in 3D coordinate
system. We will investigate whether such a method can be adopted to derive subunits from
articulatory measurements, which in turn could be related well to the acoustic signal and phones.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ANN
ASL
ASR
BSL
DGS
DSGS
DTW
GMM
HamNoSys
HMM
HTK
KL-HMM
LEV
LQR
MLP
PLP
PRR
RA
SAMPA
SLR
TSL
TTS

Artificial Neural Network
American Sign Language
Automatic Speech Recognition
British Sign Language
German Sign Language
Swiss German Sign Language
Dynamic Time Warping
Gaussian Mixture Model
Hamburg Notation System
Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov Model ToolKit
Kullback–Leibler divergence-based HMM
Levenshtein distance
Linear-Quadratic Regulator
MultiLayer Perceptron
Perceptual linear prediction
Phone Recognition Rate
Recognition Accuracy
Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet
Sign Language Recognition
Turkish Sign Language
Text-to-speech Synthesis

Appendix A. Kullback–Leibler Divergence Based HMM
Figure A1 illustrates Kullback–Leibler divergence based HMM (KL-HMM) system in the context of
speech processing. In this system, each state i of the HMM is parameterized by a reference multinomial
or categorical distribution yi = [y1i , · · · , yiD ] T , where D is number of subword units or subunits. In the
illustration, the subword units are phonemes. The state transition probabilities are typically set to 0.5
for self transition and 0.5 to leave the sate.
Given an estimate of posterior feature observation zt at time frame t,
zt = [z1t , · · · , ztD ] T = [ P( p1 |xt ), · · · , P( p D |xt )] T
the local score at each HMM state is estimated as Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between yi and
zt , i.e.,
D
yd
KL(yi , zt ) = ∑ yid log( di )
(A1)
zt
d =1
where xt is the acoustic feature (such as cepstral feature) at time frame t, yi is the reference distribution,
and zt is the test distribution. We denote this local score as KL.
KL-divergence being an asymmetric measure, there are also other ways to estimate the local score,
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Reverse KL-divergence (RKL):
RKL(zt , yi ) =

2.

D

zd

d =1

i

∑ zdt log( ytd )

(A2)

Symmetric KL-divergence (SKL):
SKL(yi , zt ) = KL(yi , zt ) + RKL(zt , yi )

(A3)

The parameters of the HMM states (i.e., multinomial distributions) are trained using Viterbi
expectation maximization algorithm with a cost function based one of the local scores [39,40]. The
decoding is performed using standard Viterbi decoder, where the state emission log-likelihood is
replaced by the KL-divergence based local score.
Trained model parameters
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Figure A1. Illustration of KL-HMM system.
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